 والاستת שלום וברכה!
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מש gió על המחר, היום.
Exam Accommodations
Olim students* and tourists are entitled in all degree programs to no penalty for spelling errors and are eligible for a 25% extension on exam time, up to a maximum of 30 additional minutes on exams.

Tutoring
Olim students* receiving academic financial assistance from the Ministry of Aliyah are eligible for tutoring lessons up to 10 hours per semester through the Inbar.

Translation of Exams
Olim students* and tourists studying in the first year of BA or MA degree are eligible for translation of exams into English, subject to the lecturer’s approval through the Inbar.

Financial Assistance
• Scholarships
• Free-interest loans

Social Assistance
Department for Olim organizes social activities and events throughout the year.

Personal Assistance
The department serves as the liaison with the Student Authority of the Ministry of Aliyah.

The department’s team acts as a "listening ear" and responds to the needs of olim and tourist students. The department collaborates with the university’s psychological counseling services and the welfare services of the Ministry of Aliyah.

More information:
Tel: 0773643585
Email: olim.wellbeing@biu.ac.il
Whatsapp chat: 077-3643585
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*Up to 7 years from the date of Aliyah